Abstract DNA mismatch repair (MMR) proteins maintain genetic integrity in all organisms by recognizing and repairing DNA errors. Such alteration of hereditary information can lead to various diseases, including cancer. Besides their role in DNA repair, MMR proteins detect and initiate cellular responses to certain type of DNA damage. Its response to the damaged DNA has made the human MMR pathway a useful target for anticancer agents such as carboplatin. This study indicates that strong, specific interactions at the interface of MutSα in response to the mismatched DNA recognition are replaced by weak, non-specific interactions in response to the damaged DNA recognition. Data suggest a severe impairment of the dimerization of MutSα in response to the damaged DNA recognition. While the core of MutSα is preserved in response to the damaged DNA recognition, the loss of contact surface and the rearrangement of contacts at the protein interface suggest a different packing in response to the damaged DNA recognition. Coupled in response to the mismatched DNA recognition, interaction energies, hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and solvent accessible surface areas at the interface of MutSα and within the subunits are uncoupled or asynchronously coupled in response to the damaged DNA recognition. These pieces of evidence suggest that the loss of a synchronous mode of response in the MutSα's surveillance for DNA errors would possibly be one of the mechanism(s) of signaling the MMR-dependent programed cell death much wanted in anticancer therapies. The analysis was drawn from dynamics simulations.
Introduction
DNA mismatch repair (MMR) proteins maintain genetic integrity in virtually all organisms [1] by recognizing and repairing post-replicative DNA errors [2] . Such alteration of hereditary information can lead to various diseases, including cancer, and defective MMR genes are associated with increased risk of cancer [3] . Besides their role in DNA repair during the cell division, the system of MMR proteins also detect certain types of DNA damage, initiating cellular death responses [4, 5] , making the proteins in MMR pathway, particularly the human recognition protein complex MutSα (Msh2-Msh6), potential targets for the development of anticancer agents [5] [6] [7] .
A highly conserved process from prokaryotes to eukaryotes, the DNA repair in eukaryotes is initiated by the concerted action of several MMR complexes, namely MutSα, MutSβ (Msh2-Msh3), and MutLα (Mlh1-Pms2) [2] . In the first step, MutSα heterodimer detects and signals mispaired DNA nucleotides or small insertion/deletion loops. These events lead to MutLα nicking the DNA strand in the vicinity of the error [8] . Subsequently, the nicked strand is excised and the replication machinery resynthesizes DNA. The final cellular outcome is DNA repair [8] . MutSβ heterodimer binds to postreplicative DNA containing insertion/deletion loops of two, three, four or six unpaired nucleotides [9] . A recent study [10] Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00894-013-1998-2) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
indicates large conformational changes in MutS (the E . Coli homologue of human MutSα) during DNA scanning, mismatch recognition and repair signaling. The same study also indicates that the life-time of the MutS-DNA complex, in which presumably the protein interacts with downstream proteins required for repair, is on the scale of seconds.
In addition to the DNA repair function, MutSα also recognizes and initiates cellular response to certain types of DNA damage, such as DNA adducts induced by platinum-based anticancer agents [11, 12] . In this case, the final cellular outcome is cell death. The mechanism by which lesion recognition triggers cell cycle checkpoints and apoptosis is not yet resolved [13, 14] . However, it has been established that MMR-dependent DNA repair is uncoupled from MMR damage response to the anticancer agent cisplatin [15] .
Carboplatin (cis-diammine(cyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylato)-platinum(II) [16] and its predecessor, cisplatin (cis-diammminechloroplatinum(II) [17] , are platinum-based anticancer agents used in the treatment of many solid cancers [18] . Since its discovery in 1960's, thousands of platinum analogues have been synthesized and screened for anticancer effect in an attempt to overcome cisplatin's limitations, many have entered clinical trials, but, besides carboplatin, only one other, oxaliplatin, gained international marketing approval [18] . Platinum-based anticancer drugs exert their anticancer effect through the formation of several types of adducts with nuclear DNA [19, 20] . In these adducts the DNA double-helix is severely distorted [21] [22] [23] . Sharing the same cis-diammine carrier ligands, cisplatin and carboplatin form the same type of platinum-DNA adducts in vivo. In these adducts, the platinum atom forms covalent bonds to the N7 positions of imidazole ring of purine bases, primarily guanine, generating 1,2d-(GpGp) and 1,3d-(GpXGp) intra-strand cross-linked adducts, as well as a limited number of inter-strand cross-linked adducts [4] . However, while the 1,2-d(GpGp) intra-strand platinum-DNA adduct is the major component induced by cisplatin [22] , the 1,3-d(GpXGp) intra-strand platinum-DNA adduct is considered responsible for the biological activity of carboplatin [22] .
Current knowledge on the cellular recognition of the platinum-DNA adducts is based mostly on the cisplatininduced adducts [4, 6, 24, 25] . Previous studies in our group provided computational evidence suggesting that MutSα proteins recognize mismatched and damaged DNA substrates in significantly different modes [26] , and that MutSα signals the mismatched and damaged DNA recognition through independent pathways [27] . These observations are in agreement with experimental evidence indicating that repair-deficient MMR mutants are functional in MMR-dependent cisplatin cytotoxicity [5] . Additionally, Msh2 subunit is indicated "to assist" [26] the mismatch recognition subunit Msh6 in recognition and to play a key role in signaling both mismatched and damaged DNA recognition [27] .
The focus of this study is on conformational and structural changes at the protein-protein interface of MutSα complex in response to carboplatin-induced damaged DNA recognition, as derived from atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of the MutSα-DNA recognition complex. Nonbonding interactions energies, solvent accessible surface area, contact maps, hydrogen bonding, and salt bridges calculations at the proteinprotein interface in the carboplatin-damaged complex will be contrasted to those found in the mismatched DNA recognition complex.
These data indicate that strong, specific interactions at the MutSα's protein-protein interface in response to the mismatched DNA recognition are replaced by weak, nonspecific interactions in response to the damaged DNA recognition, suggesting a severe impairment of the dimerization of MutSα in response to the damaged DNA recognition. While the core of MutSα is preserved in response to damaged DNA recognition, the loss of contact surface and the rearrangement of contacts at the protein-protein interface suggest a different packing in response to damaged DNA recognition. Coupled in response to the mismatched DNA recognition, interaction energies, hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and solvent accessible surface area at the interface of MutSα and within subunits are uncoupled or asynchronously coupled in response to the damaged DNA recognition.
These pieces of evidence suggest that the loss of a synchronous mode of response while "surveying" postreplicative DNA errors would possibly be one of the mechanism(s) of signaling the MMR-dependent programed cell death much wanted in anticancer therapies. Such knowledge would advance the understanding of the mechanism of the cellular processing of the damaged DNA by MMR pathway.
The results at the MutSα's protein-protein interface in the carboplatin-induced damaged DNA recognition complex are similar to those in the cisplatin-induced damaged DNA recognition complex, and the latter system has been the subject of multiple computational studies with experimental validation in our group [5, 7] . Specifically, employing the same simulation protocol, 2-10 ns of simulations of the E. Coli homologue (MutS) molecular complex have been experimentally verified to be sufficient to examine the experimental questions addressed in the MutSα mismatched and cisplatinated DNA complexes [5, 6, 15] . To this end, changes associated with the DNA damage response, such as conformational differences in disordered loops at the protein-protein interface, conformational changes associated with ATP binding/hydrolysis, and key protein-DNA contacts, predicted by conformational analysis of MutS complex with cisplatin-damaged DNA were validated by mutational and genetic analysis experiments [6] . Most importantly, mutational and cell survival studies [6] confirmed that predicted inter-subunit interactions are essential for the repair event and that these inter-subunit interactions are absent or altered in the cisplatin-DNA complex.
Methods

Molecular dynamics simulations
Preparing the MutSα-DNA complex
The structural model for our simulations on 1,3-d(GCG) intrastrand platinum-DNA adduct recognition by the MMR machinery was based on the X-ray structure [28] of human Msh2-Msh6 heterodimer complex with duplex DNA and two ADP molecules bound in the ATPase sites of the heterodimer (PDB ID 2O8B). Each subunit of MutSα is divided into five domains [28] : the mismatch binding domain, the connector domain, the lever domain, the clamp domain, and the ATPase domain (Fig. 1) . A complete list of residues sequence and numbering is included in Online resource 1, Figs. 1 and 2.
All protein residues were considered in their default protonation state at physiological pH. Coordination of [cis -
2+ fragment to DNA, in which platinum atom links N7 atoms of two guanines form the same DNA strand, G8 and G10, alters the duplex DNA. The mismatched DNA was used as a template in building the 1,3 intra-strand platinum crosslink. The cross-linked structure was fitted into the binding pocket of the protein to maximize the structural overlap with the mismatched DNA structure, followed by rotations and translations to minimize the energy of the unrelaxed structure using the coordinate manipulation and energy minimization facilities of CHARMM [29] . N-terminal residues 1-361, not resolved in the crystalline structure, were omitted from the simulations. Note that in our system residue 1 of Msh6 corresponds to residue 362 in the solved structure. Hydrogen atoms were added using the hbuild facility of CHARMM. The prepared structure was fully solvated in a rectangular box of TIP3P water [30] (33,143 molecules of water) using the VMD package [31] , keeping a 10 Å minimum distance between each face of the box and the solute. Na + and Cl -ions were added to neutralize the total charge of the solvated system using the Autoionize plugin from VMD. There are 855 amino acids in Msh2, 974 amino acids in Msh6, 30 nucleotides in the DNA substrate, and two ADP molecules, a total of 30,046 atoms in the protein-DNA complex and 129,533 atoms in the simulated recognition complex.
Simulations protocol
Simulations were performed using CHARMM27 force field [32] and additional parameters based on preexisting cisplatin parameters [32] [33] [34] . CHARMM27 force field has been extensively parameterized for a wide range of biologically important molecules, including amino acids and nucleic acids. Each simulation was the result of a combined CHARMM/NAMD protocol that was derived from earlier protocols [35, 36] that have been used in multiple previous studies [5-7, 26, 27] , and the rationale behind it has been reviewed recently [37] . The water molecules were briefly minimized for 100 cycles of conjugate gradient minimization with a small (0.25 kcal/ (mol . Å 2 )) harmonic force constant on all protein atoms. The entire system then underwent 250 ps of molecular dynamics simulation to achieve a thermal equilibration using Berendsen pressure regulation with isotropic position scaling [38] . During the thermal equilibration, the system's temperature was equilibrated by reassigning atom velocities from a Boltzman distribution for a given temperature every 1000 steps, in a 25 K increment, from an initial temperature of 0 K to a target temperature of 300 K Then periodic adjustments of velocities were allowed, if necessary, within the first 125,000 steps.
Following the equilibration, for each simulation, a 20 ns NPT production simulation at 300 K and 1 bar was performed using NAMD package [39] with standard parameters and periodic boundary conditions. All bonds involving hydrogen atoms in the protein were constrained using SHAKE constraint algorithm [40] . A 2 fs integration time step was used Fig. 1 MutSα-DNA complex structural model DNA is shown in light blue. The color code for the heterodimer domains is as following: red for the mismatch binding domain, residues 1 to 124 in Msh2 and 1 to 157 in Msh6; yellow for the connector domain, residues 125 to 297 in Msh2 and 158 to 356 in Msh6; green for the lever domain, residues 300 to 456 and 554 to 619 in Msh2, and 357 to 573 and 648 to 714 in Msh6; purple for the clamp domain, residues 457 to 553 in Msh2 and 574 to 647 in Msh6; blue for the ATPase domain, residues 620 to 855 in Msh2 and 715 to 974 in Msh6. The two ADP molecules bound to the ATPase domains are depicted in VDW representations. Note that the first 361 residues of Msh6 are unsolved in the X-Ray structure and in our system residue 1 of Msh6 corresponds to residue 362 in the solved structure for all interactions. The van der Waals potential was switched to zero staring at a radius of 8 Å and ending at 12 Å. Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) [41] method for full long-range electrostatics was used, with a maximum space between grid points of 1 Å and a local interaction distance of 12 Å, evaluated every two time steps. Constant temperature was achieved using Langevin thermostat, as implemented in NAMD [39] , with a damping coefficient of 5 ps Four simulations employing the same protocol with different initial velocities and the same coordinates were performed. For the production simulations, initial coordinates, velocities and system dimensions were taken from the final state of the corresponding equilibration simulation.
Cα root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) from the starting structure and total energies are provided in Online resource 1, Fig. 3 . These data show that there are two different relaxation timescales, a fast one on the 10-100 s of picosecond timescale, and a slow one on the nanosecond timescale. Data show that most of the relaxation to equilibrium occurs within the first 2 ns, and while there may be additional long-time relaxation, starting the simulations analysis at 8 ns allows for a conservative removal of the majority of the non-equilibration effects. Since our four different simulations started from different initial conditions, it is expected they to show different pathways to equilibration, as well as variation in relaxation. Prior to RMSD calculations the solute was aligned to the initial structure by least-square superimpositions performed to remove translational and rotational movements.
The structural model and the molecular dynamics simulations protocol for the simulations of the 1,2 intra-strand platinum-DNA MutSα complex are presented elsewhere [26, 27] . The structural model, in which platinum atom links N7 atoms of central adjacent guanine bases G8 and G9, was built using the G-T mismatched MutSα-DNA complex [28] . Employing the same protocol, the 50 ns of all-atom molecular dynamics simulations [26, 27] were extended here to a total of 80 ns. A table describing the conditions and the duration of all the simulations considered in this study is included in Online resource 1, Table 1 .
Sufficient sampling of the configurational portion of phase space is a matter of considerable concern in macromolecular dynamics simulations [26, 42, 43] . Those studies and others [44] [45] [46] indicate that more effective sampling of the conformational space of proteins is obtained from multiple short trajectories starting from a single conformation with the use of different random distributions for the initial velocities rather than from a single, long trajectory.
In general, it has been observed that a single longer trajectory samples only one region of configurational space [43, 47] , whereas multiple shorter trajectories starting from the same configuration with different initial velocities sample multiple nearby regions of configurational space [43, 45, 47, 48] . That is, multiple shorter simulations allow for the sampling of different regions of phase space, and so a set of these trajectories is necessary to have reasonable phase-space coverage. Hence, structural and dynamic properties obtained from multiple trajectories are improvements of those obtained from single longer trajectories [43, 45, 48] . In this work, fluctuations about the native-state and perturbations due to carboplatin and cisplatin binding were sampled by multiple molecular dynamics simulations with different initial atomic velocities.
Representative ensemble of structures
The last 12 ns of each of the four independent simulations were considered for analysis. Snapshots, each containing a record of all atom positions in the protein-DNA complex at a given time, taken every 20 ps intervals from the trajectories of the simulated MutSα-carboplatin-damaged-DNA complex, were collected to obtain a representative ensemble of structures. Only the protein complex was included in the snapshots. Similar representative ensembles of structures were generated for the cisplatindamaged and mismatched DNA MutSα recognition complexes.
Nonbonding interactions energy calculations
Protein-protein and protein-DNA electrostatic and van der Waals nonbonding interactions energies were calculated from the trajectories by applying CHARMM [29] interaction energy analysis to the collected snapshots. Coulomb's electrostatic interactions and van der Walls interactions based on 6 and 12 Lennard-Jones potential were shifted to zero using a cutoff value of 22 Å. Any interactions beyond 22 Å were discarded. The spherical cutoff shifting criterion was applied on an atom by atom basis, method which has been proved [49] to be able to approximate no-cutoff results (computationally unfeasible for this large system) when a cutoff at or beyond 12 Å is used. A cutoff radius of 24 Å was used to generate the non-bonded pair list, and the non-bonding list was updated at every step. The solvent serves the dual Fig. 3 Energy differences at the MutSα's interface from representative structures of the mismatched and damaged DNA recognition complexes differences in the electrostatic (a) and van der Waals (b) interactions at the protein-protein interface between carboplatin-damaged and mismatched recognition complexes. c In blue are common or similar differences in the nonbonding electrostatic interactions at the protein interface between the cisplatin-damaged and mismatched DNA recognition complexes. d In magenta are common or similar differences in the van der Waals interactions at the protein interface between the cisplatindamaged and mismatched DNA recognition complexes. As in carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex, most differences in no-specific interactions at the protein interface derive from interactions of lever and ATPase domains of Msh2 with ATPase domain of Msh6. e Indicates particularly strong electrostatic interactions specific to the carboplatin-damaged complex, namely 850-973, 318-821,720-383, and 55-394, as well as particularly strong electrostatic interactions specific to the cisplatin-damaged complex, namely 382-7 and 847-894. f Indicates strong van der Waals interactions specific to cisplatin-damaged complex, 720-383, 850-973, 383-2 and 757-889, as well as strong van der Waals interactions specific carboplatin-damaged complex, namely 382-7, 2-111 and 847-894. Residue pairs herein are in Msh2-Msh6 format function of solvating each individual charge of the simulated protein-DNA complex and of screening the interaction between charge pairs. To approximate the solvent screening without including explicit water molecules, electrostatic interactions were calculated using a distance-dependent dielectric coefficient (RDIE [49] implemented in CHARMM [29] ), (r)=4r.
Solvent accessible surface area calculations
The topology of the surface of a protein is intimately related to its function. Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) calculations for the damaged and mismatched MutSα-DNA recognition complexes were performed using the analytical method to compute the Lee and Richards surface [50] , as implemented in CHARMM [29] 's Coordinate Manipulation Commands module. In the Lee-Richards surface the molecular system is represented by a set of interlocking spheres of appropriate van der Waals' radii and the accessible surface is traced out by the center of a spherical probe representing the solvent, as it rolls over the molecular systems' surface. CHARMM27 [32] force field's van der Waals radii for the nucleic acids, CHARMM22 [33] force field's van der Waals radii for the protein, and a spherical probe of 1.4 Å for water were used to calculate SASA based on the analytical method. Solvent accessible surface area per residue was calculated as mean value over the trajectories in each system.
For each of the representative ensemble of structures, the contact surface between the two subunits was calculated as the following: for example, for a given structure, the contact surface for Msh2 was calculated as the difference between the SASA of Msh2 alone and the SASA of Msh2 when Msh6 was present. Similarly, the contact surface for Msh6 was calculated as the difference between the SASA of Msh6 alone and the SASA of Msh6 when Msh2 was present.
SASA relation to hydrophobic effect: each square Angstrom of accessible surface area removed from contact with water gives a free energy gain of 25 kcal mol −1 [51, 52] .
Contact maps
The center-of-geometry distance matrixes between residues, weighted average of residues, were computed from the trajectories using the Coordinate Manipulation Commands module in CHARMM [29] for several contact cutoff distances (20, 10, and 5 Å, respectively).
Hydrogen bonding analysis
Hydrogen bonding analysis was performed using the hydrogen bond analysis tool hbond from CHARMM [29] , based on purely geometrical criteria of search for hydrogen bonding. As a special case of dipole interactions, hydrogen bonding or rather "hydrogen bridging" is defined as the attractive force between the hydrogen covalently bound to an electronegative atom of one molecule and an electronegative atom of another molecule or chemical entity. Usually, the electronegative atom is oxygen, nitrogen or fluorine, but hydrogen attached to carbon can also participate in hydrogen bonding when the carbon atom is bound to electronegative atoms [53] . In the strong/weak convention to characterize hydrogen bonding in biomolecules [54] [55] [56] , its definition of strong or weak takes into account the electronegativity of the hydrogen's donor and acceptor. Following the above convention, in this study strong hydrogen bonding or hydrogen bonding refers to strong donor-strong acceptor interactions, such as in O-H…O, N-H…O, O-H…N, and N-H…N. The criterion for hydrogen bonding interactions in this study was defined as having a separation distance d≤3.0 Å between the hydrogen atom and acceptor atom, and the cutoff for the angle θ between the donor-H…acceptor was set at 90 0 , 90 0 <θ≤180 0 . Hydrogen bonds mediated or formed by water molecules with the protein are beyond the scope of this analysis and were not considered.
Salt bridging analysis
Salt bridges were evaluated according to the distance between the charged donor atoms, positively charged Nζ of lysine, or Nζ, Nη1 and Nη2 of arginine, and the charged acceptor atoms, negatively charged Oε1 and Oε2 of glutamic acid, or Oδ1 and Oδ2 of aspartic acid, in the protein, and oxygen atoms in the phosphate group of the DNA nucleotides. The backbone of polynucleotides are highly charged, double stranded DNA having two negative charges per base-pair, one unit negative charge per phosphate group. A distance ≤4 Å, found as a "working definition" for an ion-pair based upon analysis of charged groups in 38 proteins [57] , was employed. Applied to the collected snapshots from the trajectories, the salt bridge calculations were performed in CHARMM.
Clustering analysis
To determine the occupancy of different conformations during the time course of the simulations clustering analysis was performed. The clustering was performed based on the root mean-square distances between conformations comprising the trajectories, calculated across all residues. The conformations were grouped together using distances in the coordinates space, as a measure of conformational similarity, using the ART-2′ algorithm [58] as implemented in CHARMM. The conformation closest to the cluster's center was considered as being representative of the class of structures making up the cluster, and these conformations were further analyzed. The conformations generated in this fashion, 14 for the carboplatin-damaged, 12 for the cisplatin-damaged, and eight for the mismatched MutSα-DNA recognition complex, were weighted in the overall trajectories (data presented in Online resource 2, Fig. 1 ) and were further investigated for similarities. Their hierarchical clustering dendrogram, constructed using the agglomerative method of average linkage implemented in Matlab [58] , presented in Online resource 2, indicate that the representative conformations for the carboplatin-damaged MutSα-DNA recognition complex are substantially different than the representative conformations for the mismatched MutSα-DNA recognition complex. The affinity for clusters is the relative RMSD between the conformations and at each particular stage the method joins together the two clusters that are the most similar, or have the highest affinity.
Histograms were generated with Matlab [59] ; t-test analysis was performed using Matlab; structural details were rendered with VMD [31] .
Results and discussion
Functional proteins are dynamic structures that allow for certain types of internal motion to enable their biological function. In the emerging view of allosteric regulation in proteins function, in which an event in one place at a protein structure causes an effect at another site, ligand interactions at the binding site causes changes in the protein conformational distribution that lead to altered protein activity. In our investigated system, the "default" function of MutSα is to recognize and to initiate repair of post-replicative DNA errors through the MMR-repair pathways. The "altered" activity of MutSα can be considered the recognition of damaging, platinum-based DNA adducts and consequently the initiation of cell death by MMR-dependent apoptosis pathway.
We have previously shown [27] that MutSα binding to the cisplatin-induced damaged DNA adduct alters the protein dynamics around the native state, providing evidence on the molecular origin of the MMR-apoptotic pathway. Here, through means of nonbonding interactions energies, solvent accessible surface area, hydrogen bonding and salt bridges we investigate and quantify conformational and structural changes at the MutSα's protein-protein interface in response to the binding to the 1,3-d(GXG) intra-strand platinum-DNA adduct (the main adduct induced by chemotherapeutical agent carboplatin) by comparison with protein-protein interactions in the mismatched DNA recognition complex.
Nonbonding interactions at the protein-protein interface and MutSα' subunits self-interactions Msh2-Msh6 nonbonding interactions energies over the course of our simulations were used as an indication of the degree of dimerization between the protein's monomers in response to carboplatin-damaged and mismatched DNA substrates recognition. These data suggest a severe impairment of the dimerization of MutSα and structural rearrangements at the proteinprotein interface and within subunits in response to damaged DNA recognition.
The electrostatic (specific) and van der Waals (non-specific, induced dipole) interactions were calculated in an implicit solvent approximation using a distance-dependent dielectric to mimic the screening effect of the solvent (see "Methods"). The histograms of the nonbonding interactions at the protein-protein interface and the MutSα's subunits self-interaction energies in the carboplatin-damaged and mismatched recognition complexes are presented in Fig. 2a-f . Their average values from the simulations are presented in Table 1 . Similar results are seen in the cisplatin-induced damaged DNA MutSα recognition complex, Online resource 2.
MutSα dimerization seems to be severely impaired in response to damaged DNA recognition Data in Table 1 indicate that, while in the mismatch recognition complex electrostatic interactions are dominant at the protein-protein interface and within subunits, in the damage recognition complex the disperse forces interactions are dominant. Overall, the nonbonding interactions are about five times weaker at the MutSα's protein-protein interface in the damage recognition complex than in the mismatch recognition complex. In addition, while self-electrostatic interactions within subunits are indicated about 10 times weaker in response to damaged DNA recognition, the van der Waals interactions within subunits are about three times stronger in response to damaged DNA recognition than in response to the "default" mismatched DNA recognition.
These major differences in interactions energies suggest the possibility of significant conformational and structural changes at the protein-protein interface and within subunits in response to damaged DNA recognition.
Specific interactions at the MutSα's protein-protein interface in damaged versus mismatched DNA recognition complexes
To investigate the specific interactions responsible for the large differences on nonbonding interactions energies at the MutSα's protein-protein interface in the damaged and mismatched DNA recognition complexes, the Msh2-Msh6 interactions per residue were calculated for the representative structures indicated by clustering analysis (the structures representing the center of the most populous cluster in each system and proved to be substantially different, see the clustering analysis in the Methods section and the dendrogram of the representative structures included in the Online resource 2, Fig. 1) , and their differences are presented in Fig. 3 .
These data indicate not only strong differences in the nonbonding interactions at MutSα's interface in the damaged versus mismatched DNA recognition complexes (Fig. 3a-d) , but also significant differences between the carboplatin and cisplatin damaged DNA recognition complexes (Fig. 3e and f) . The main differences in the electrostatic interactions (Fig. 3a, c, and 
Differences in the electrostatic interactions
Overall, data indicate that carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition induces stronger differences in the electrostatic interactions at the protein-protein interface than the cisplatindamaged DNA recognition, when compared with the mismatched DNA recognition. Specifically, about 15 kcal mol −1 stronger interactions, as indicated in Fig. 3a and c and confirmed in Fig. 3e . Most of the protein-protein electrostatic interactions responsible for the main differences between mismatched and damaged DNA recognition complexes are common or similar for both carboplatin and cisplatin damages, namely the interactions between residue pairs 55-399, 382-7, 716-821, 737-946, 809-216 or 810-216, 850-973 (data labeled in blue in Fig. 3c) .
However, some of these particularly strong common electrostatic interactions at the protein-protein interface are indicated as specific to the carboplatin-induced damage, specifically the interactions between residue pairs 850-973, 318-821, 720-383, and 55-394, while others are indicated as specific to the cisplatin-induced damage, such as the electrostatic interactions between residue pair 382-7 (Fig. 3e) . Particularly strong and specific to the later damaged DNA recognition complex are also indicated the 382-7 and 847-894 electrostatic interactions, Fig. 3e ; the 382-7 electrostatic interaction is indicated as weaker than in the mismatched complex but stronger than in the carboplatin complex and the 847-894 interaction is indicated as stronger than in both mismatched and carboplatin recognition complexes. All interactive residue pairs are described in the Msh2-Msh6 representation.
Differences in the van der Waals interactions
On the contrary, overall, data indicate that the cisplatindamaged DNA recognition induces slightly stronger differences in the van der Waals interactions at the protein interface than the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition, when compared with the mismatched DNA recognition. Specifically, about 7 kcal mol −1 stronger interactions, as indicated by data in Fig. 3b and d and confirmed by data in Fig. 3f . As pointed out above, the most significant differences in the van der Waals interactions at the MutSα's interface in damaged versus mismatched, as well as between the two damaged DNA recognition complexes, are predicted as interactions between the ATPase domain of Msh2 and the lever and ATPase domains of Msh6 (the labeled regions in Fig. 3d) . Some of the strongest, nonspecific interactions at the proteinprotein interface are common or similar for both carboplatin and cisplatin damaged DNA recognition complexes, and they are indicated in magenta in Fig. 3d . Specifically, these are the interactions between the residue pairs 764-958 or 758-935, 757-889 or 757-963, and 773-950.
However, these calculations also indicate several significant differences in the nonspecific interactions at the protein interface in the two damaged DNA recognition complexes. To this end, data in Fig. 3f suggest that the 720-383, 850-973 382-2 and 757-889 interactions seem to be specific to the cisplatin-damaged complex, while the 382-7, 2-111 and 847-894 interactions seem to be specific to the carboplatindamaged complex. All interactive residue pairs are described in Msh2-Msh6 representation. Fig. 4 are regions at the MutSα's proteinprotein interface predicted to be responsible for energy differences higher/lower than ±5 kcal mol −1 in electrostatic interactions and ±2 kcal mol −1 in van der Waals interactions.
Structural changes derived from differences in interactions at the MutSα interface: mismatched versus damaged
Highlighted in
In regard to the regions responsible for the significant differences in the electrostatic interactions (Fig. 4a) : depicted in magenta for Msh2's residues and in blue for Msh6's residues, the strong, specific interactions corresponding to the mismatched versus damaged differences lower than −5 kcal mol −1 are located at the (1) clamp-clamp, (2) mismatch bindingmismatch binding, (3) lever-mismatch binding, (4) mismatch binding-lever, (5) ATPase-connector, (6) ATPase-lever, and (7) ATPase-ATPase interfaces. On the contrary, several strong, specific interactions (depicted in lime for Msh2's residues and in yellow for Msh6's residues) at the (5) ATPAase-connector, (8) lever-ATPase, and (7) ATPase-ATPase interfaces in the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex weaken in the mismatched DNA recognition complex (mismatched versus damaged differences higher than 5 kcal mol −1 ). In regard to the regions responsible for the significant differences in the van der Waals interactions (Fig. 4b) : depicted in lime for Msh2's residues and yellow for Msh6's residues, the interactions corresponding to the mismatched versus damaged differences higher than 2 kcal mol −1 are located at the (1) clamp-clamp, (2) mismatch bindingmismatch binding, and (7) ATPase-ATPase interfaces. Additionally, several sites with stronger van der Waals interactions at the (6) ATPase-lever and (8) lever-ATPase interfaces of the mismatched DNA recognition complex than of the damaged DNA recognition complex are also predicted (interactions depicted in magenta-blue; mismatched versus damaged differences lower than −2 kcal mol
−1
). Overall, strong, specific electrostatic interactions at the protein-protein interface of MutSα in the "default" mismatched DNA recognition complex are replaced by weaker non-specific van der Waals interactions in the "altered" carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex.
Structural details derived from differences in interactions at the protein-protein interface of MutSα in the carboplatin versus cisplatin damaged DNA recognition complexes, along with a comprehensive conformational analysis of the two systems will be the subject of a future investigation in our group.
It can be concluded that nonbonding interactions at the MutSα heterodimer interface suggest a severe impairment of the protein dimerization in response to damaged DNA recognition. In the following section, by means of solvent accessible surface area calculations we will try "to quantify" the alteration of the MutSα's dimerization and to address the question of whether either hydrophobic forces or stronger van der Waals interactions are possibly responsible for structural rearrangements in response to damaged DNA recognition.
Solvent accessible surface area calculations
Indicating significant structural changes in response to damaged DNA recognition, the mean values for the solvent accessible surface area (SASA; see "Methods") of the Msh2 and Msh6 subunits, along with SASA of their charged residues are Fig. 4 Mapping structural changes as derived from the differences in nonbonding interactions at the MutSα's interface differences higher/ lower than ±5 kcal mol −1 in electrostatic interactions and±2kcal mol
in van der Waals interactions were considered. a Differences in electrostatic interactions: strong, specific interactions (depicted in magenta for Msh2's residues and in blue for Msh6's residues) at the (1) clamp-clamp, (2) mismatch binding-mismatch binding, (3) lever-mismatch binding, (4) mismatch binding-lever, (5) ATPase-connector, (6) ATPase-lever, and (7) ATPase-ATPase Msh2-Msh6 interfaces in the mismatched DNA recognition complex weaken in the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex; strong, specific interactions (depicted in lime for Msh2's residues and in yellow for Msh6's residues) at the (5) ATPAase-connector, (8) lever-ATPase, (7) ATPase-ATPase Msh2-Msh6 interfaces in the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex weaken in the mismatched DNA recognition complex. b Differences in van der Waals interactions: are dominated by stronger interactions at the (1) clampclamp, (2) mismatch binding-mismatch binding, and (7) ATPase-ATPase Msh2-Msh6 interfaces (interactions depicted in lime-yellow) in the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex; several sites with stronger van der Waals interactions at the (6) ATPase-lever and (8) leverATPase Msh2-Msh6 interfaces in the mismatched DNA recognition complex are also predicted (interactions depicted in magenta-blue). Overall, strong, specific electrostatic interactions at the protein-protein interface in the mismatched recognition complex are replaced by weak, nonspecific van der Waals interactions in the carboplatin-damaged recognition complex presented in Table 2 . Histograms of SASA that are indicated in Table 2 to undergo statistically significant changes in response to damaged DNA recognition are included in Fig. 5a and b. These data also suggest that, by comparison with the mismatched DNA recognition, the MutSα binding to the carboplatin-damaged DNA allosterically regulates the protein's dynamics at the Msh2-Msh6 interface in a different manner, and, subsequently, may induce a different than repair functional response of the protein.
van der Waals interactions possible responsible for different packing in response to damaged DNA recognition by MutSα
Specifically, in the damage recognition complex, the mean SASA of the Msh2 subunit is indicated to be about 714 Å 2 higher than in the mismatch recognition complex. These data are presented in Table 2 and their statistical analysis is included in Online resource 2, Table 2 . How precisely to extra the degrees of freedom from this data, and the data below in Table 3 , is not entirely clear. At one extreme, in Online resource 2, Tables 2 and 3 , each structure from the equilibrated ensemble of structures (last 12 ns of each of the independent simulations, see "Methods") could be considered as an individual uncorrelated data point. At this extreme, all of the results are statistically significant with p-values≤0.001. The other extreme is to consider each independent simulation as a data point. The later extreme is clearly too pessimistic as that would the results from an ideal-i.e., infinitely long-simulation insignificant. However, the extreme of considering each structure independently is likely too optimistic. Given that for our simulated systems, most of the equilibration occurs within the first 2 ns (see "Methods") and the last 12 ns of the 20 ns long simulations were considered for analysis, it would be reasonable to consider the relaxation time as on the order of nanoseconds and so the number of independent samples is in the 10s. As a result, as shown in Online resource 2, Tables 2  and 3 , the largest two changes in Table 2 are statistically significant. A commonly-accepted relation of SASA to hydrophobic effect: each square Angstrom of accessible surface removed from contact with water gives a free energy gain of 25 kcal mol −1 [51, 52] . Consequently, no significant change in Msh6's SASA and higher Msh2's SASA in response to damaged DNA recognition would suggest that hydrophobic forces may not be responsible for the impairment of the MutSα's dimerization in response to damaged DNA recognition. However, higher solvent accessible surface area of the charged residues in the Msh2 subunit (Table 2) would indicate a rather different "pose" of the signaling subunit in response to damaged DNA recognition.
Corroborated with the above observations derived from calculations of the nonbonding interactions, the SASA calculations suggest the possibility of a different packing at the protein-protein interface and within subunits in response to damaged DNA recognition.
Advancing our investigation into the MutSα's structural changes in response to the damaged DNA recognition, surface representations of representative structures for both mismatched and carboplatin-damaged recognition complexes are included in Fig. 6 . These representations reveal a more compact protein, especially the Msh6 subunit, in response to damaged DNA recognition by comparison with the "default" mismatched DNA recognition complex, in which multiple channels and larger cavities are indicated in both subunits.
Loss of contact at the MutSα's interface in response to damaged DNA recognition
To further analyze changes at the MutSα's interface in response to damaged DNA recognition, the area of the contact surface between the two subunits as well as the area of the charged residues in the contact surface as seen by a spherical probe of 1.4 Å, were calculated in both damage and mismatch recognition systems. Mean values and standard deviations for these data are included in Table 3 , and their statistical analysis is included in Online resource 2, Table 3 , and the statistical analysis is discussed above with Table 2 . Histograms of these calculated quantities are included in Fig. 5c -e.
These data (Table 3 ) indicate a significant decrease of the mean values of the contact surface area for both Msh2 and Msh6 subunits, by about 252 Å 2 and 375 Å 2 , respectively, in the damaged DNA recognition complex, "quantifying" the loss of the degree of dimerization of the heterodimer indicated by the nonbonding interactions at the protein-protein interface.
Additionally, these data (Table 3 ) hint a significant decrease of the mean value of the area of the Msh6's charged residue in the protein-protein contact surface in response to damaged DNA recognition, by about 140 Å 2 . This finding corroborates with the decrease of electrostatic interactions at the MutSα's protein-protein interface, as indicated by nonbonding interactions, and supports the general observation of structural rearrangements in response to damaged DNA recognition.
Structural details of the changes at the MutSα's proteinprotein interface, defined here as atoms of each of the two monomers as well as of the solvent within 5 Å, are presented . The two populations corresponding to the mismatched recognition complex are simulation dependent, but not entirely (Online resource 3, a). Data presented are mean (std) in Fig. 7 . Rendered from solvated representative structures indicated by clustering analysis, the structural details include a general view of the protein-protein interface, Fig. 7a and b, as well as "the pose" at the interface for each subunit in both carboplatin-damaged (Fig. 7c and d) and mismatched (Fig. 7e  and f) DNA recognition complexes.
These structural pieces of evidence indicate that in both damaged and mismatched DNA recognition complexes the protein-protein interface comprises residues from all five domains of each subunit of the protein, with ATPase domains being dominant, Fig. 7c-f .
However, even though the protein-protein interface in the damaged DNA recognition complex is indicated to extend over a larger number of residues, 127 from Msh2 and 137 from Msh6, as compared with the mismatched DNA recognition complex, 108 residues from Msh2 and 124 residues from Msh6, a higher presence of water molecules at the proteinprotein interface in the damaged DNA recognition complex is noteworthy. These structural pieces of evidence support the SASA calculations indicating (1) a loss of contact at the MutSα's interface and (2) the possibility for water-mediated interactions in response to damaged DNA recognition. The latter observation is supported by higher exposure of charged residues on the Msh2 surface ( Table 2 ). Beyond the scope of this investigation, the water-mediated protein-protein interactions in these MutSα-DNA recognition complexes is under consideration for a follow up study.
Similar protein core in response to damaged DNA recognition by MutSα
To further identify structural elements responsible for the major differences in nonbonding interactions at the MutSα's protein-protein interface and within subunits in response to damaged DNA recognition, major differences on the calculated solvent accessible surface area per residue (Fig. 8a and b) , as well as the protein's core residues ( Fig. 8c and d) in the two recognition complexes will be investigated next.
The mismatched versus carboplatin-damaged differences on the average SASA per residue indicate structural changes primarily in the mismatched binding and connector domains of the Msh2 subunit (Fig. 8a) , and in the ATPase domain of the Msh6 subunit (Fig. 8b) .
Specifically, in the Msh2 subunit (Fig. 8a ) hydrophobic residues F286 and L258, polar residues N109 and N285, and positively charged K627 are indicated as more exposed to the solvent in the mismatched complex than in the carboplatindamaged complex. On the contrary, hydrophobic F136 and L719, and positively charged R227 and K246 are indicated as more exposed to the solvent in the carboplatin-damaged complex than in the mismatched complex.
Specifically, in the Msh6 subunit (Fig. 8b ) hydrophobic residues I601, L629, or I921, polar residue Q761, and negatively charged residues E758 and E911 are indicated as more exposed to the solvent in the mismatched DNA recognition complex than the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex. Oppositely, hydrophilic residues F572 and M823, Fig. 6 Surface representation the carboplatin-damaged and mismatched MutSα-DNA recognition complexes. A more compact protein, especially the Msh6 subunit, is indicated in response to carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition by comparison with "the default" mismatched DNA recognition complex, in which multiple channels and larger cavities are indicated in both subunits. Positively charged residues at the protein surface are depicted in blue, while negatively charged residues are depicted in red. The surface representations are for representative structures indicated by clustering analysis of the dynamics trajectories in each system polar residues N763 and N912, and negatively charged residues E394 and D710 are indicated as more exposed to the solvent in the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex than in the mismatched DNA recognition complex. However, the core residues of MutSα-defined here as residues with solvent accessible surface area averaged over the simulations lower than 1 Å 2-are indicated as conserved in response to damaged DNA recognition ( Fig. 8c and d) . These pieces of evidence support the general observation that the most significant structural changes in response to damaged DNA recognition may occur at the protein-protein interface and on the surface of the two subunits of the protein.
Rearrangement of contacts at the MutSα's interface in response to damaged DNA recognition To further substantiate the general observation of structural rearrangements in response to damaged DNA recognition, changes in contacts between residues at the MutSα's protein-protein interface calculated from the average distance matrix were also investigated Fig. 8e and f.
For a cutoff distance of 20 Å, these data predict both a loss (Fig. 8e) of about 14% and a gain (Fig. 8f ) of about 9% in the contacts between the residues at the protein-protein interface in response to damaged DNA recognition, suggesting an overall rearrangement of the contacts at the MutSα's protein-protein interface in response to damaged DNA recognition.
Specifically, apart from the contacts at the interface between the mismatched binding (residues 1-124) and connector (residues 125-297) domains of Msh2 and the ATPase domain (residues 715-974) of Msh6 (Fig. 8e) , whose loss has no predicted corresponding gain (Fig. 8f) , most of the lost or gained contacts are in similar regions at the MutSα's interface.
The gained contacts in response to the damaged DNA recognition are indicated mainly at the interfaces of the clamp (region marked in red in Fig. 8f ) and ATPase domains (region Fig. 7 Structural details at the MutSα's protein-protein interface in the damaged and the mismatched DNA recognition complexes proteinprotein interface is defined here as atoms of each of the monomers as well as of the solvent within 5 Å. The Msh2 subunit is depicted in pink and the Msh6 subunit is depicted in silver. The water molecules are depicted in a ball-and-stick representation. The presented structural details are for solvated representative conformations identified by clustering analysis. They include a general view of the above defined interface, a and b, as well as "the pose" at the interface for each subunit in both carboplatin-damaged (c and d ) mismatched (e and f ) DNA recognition complexes. The protein-protein interface comprises atoms from all five domains of the heterodimer protein in both recognition complexes, as indicated my marked region: red for the mismatched binding domain; yellow for the connector domain; green for the lever domain and blue for the ATPase domain in c-f. By comparison, even though the protein-protein interface in the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex (c and d) extends over a large number of residues, 127 from Msh2 and 137 from Msh6, versus 108 residues from Msh2 and 124 residues from Msh6 in the mismatched DNA recognition complex (e and f), a higher content of water molecules is indicated at the proteinprotein interface in response to damaged DNA recognition Fig. 8 Structural differences at the interface of the damaged DNA recognition complex revealed by SASA and contact maps calculations (a and b ) The positive differences indicate residues more exposed to the solvent in the mismatched than in the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex, while the negative differences indicate the opposite. c and d No significant changes are indicated on the core residues within both mismatched and carboplatin damaged recognition complexes. Core of the protein is defined here as composed of residues with solvent accessible surface area averaged over the simulations lower than 1 Å 2 . e The lost contacts, about 1458, at the protein-protein interface in response to damaged DNA recognition are predominantly at the interface of the mismatched binding, the connector and the lever domains of Msh2 with the ATPase domain of Msh6. f The gained contacts, about 830, at the interface of the carboplatin-damaged DNA MutSα recognition complex are mainly at the ATPase-ATPase interface, suggesting, apart an overall rearrangement of the interactions at the protein-protein interface in response to damaged DNA recognition. The 2D contact maps were generated from the average distance matrix throughout the course of the trajectories in either system for a cutoff distance of 20 Å marked in black in Fig. 8f ) of the two subunits. These observations corroborate with the predicted stronger van der Waals interactions in these regions of the protein-protein interface, as discussed above and depicted in Fig. 4b . On the other hand, the lost contacts at the protein-protein interface in response to damaged DNA recognition are indicated mainly at the interfaces of (i) the mismatched binding domain of Msh2 with the lever domain of Msh6 (region marked in blue in Fig. 8e ), (ii) the connector domain of Msh2 with the ATPase domain of Msh6 (region marked in red in Fig. 8e) , and (iii) the ATPase domains of the two subunits (region marked in green in Fig. 8e) .
When contacts at the protein-protein interface within 10 Å are considered (Online resource 3, b), 53 or 8.4% of the contacts from the "default" mismatched DNA recognition complex are lost in response to the "altered" damaged DNA recognition. Furthermore, when contacts within 5 Å are considered (data not shown), MutSα's protein-protein interface losses five such contacts, namely 721-338 and 721-391 at the interface of the ATPase domain of Msh2 with the connector domain of Msh6, and 733-947, 836-837, and 844-869 at the interface of the ATPase domains of the two subunits. These observations further substantiate the overall conclusion of severe impairment of the MutSα's dimerization and structural rearrangements at the MutSα's protein-protein interface in response to damaged DNA recognition.
Point mutations studies of the residues predicted to differentiate the MutSα's protein-protein interface in the repair and cell-death conformations may allow the discovery of small ligands that would selectively induce these conformations, leading to new anticancer therapies targeting the MMRdependent apoptotic pathway.
Correlated entities in the mismatched DNA recognition complex un-correlate or anti-correlate in response to damaged DNA recognition Up to this point, structural interferences derived from nonbonding interactions, solvent accessible surface area, and contact map calculations suggest a severe impairment of the MutSα's dimerization by loss and rearrangement of interactions at the protein-protein interface.
In this concluding section of our study, possible correlations between hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, nonbonding interactions and solvent accessible surface area calculated from the trajectories are investigated. Correlation coefficients of the above entities are included in Online resource 4. 2D histograms of the representative cases are included in Figs. 9 and 10 . Overall, these data point out that correlated entities in the mismatched DNA recognition complex un-correlate or anti-correlate in response to damaged DNA recognition, and their significance is summarized as following. The 2D histograms were generated using the hist and contour functions in Matlab. Normalizations were not performed so that the ranges of the data could be seen. The correlation coefficient for two given series of data collected for the representative ensemble of structures from trajectories, was calculated using the corrcoef function in Matlab. This function calculates the zeroth lag of the normalized covariance function, e.g., it calculates the t=0 value of the equal-time correlation function between two sets of data.
Msh2 binding to the damaged DNA triggers non-specificity and destabilizing effects at the Msh2-Msh6 interface and within Msh6 subunit While in the mismatched DNA recognition complex Msh2-DNA strong hydrogen bonding interactions seem to have no effect on the strong hydrogen bonding at the protein-protein interface (Fig. 9b , correlation coefficient r =0.07), on the contrary, in the carboplatin-damaged DNA recognition complex an increase in the number of Msh2-DNA strong hydrogen bonding interactions is accompanied by a decrease in the number of hydrogen bonding interactions at the proteinprotein interface (Fig. 9a , r =−0.40). This finding can be seen as a destabilization of the heterodimer interface in response to damaged DNA recognition.
Additionally, Msh2 binding to the damaged DNA seems to trigger non-specificity and destabilizing effects within the mismatch recognition subunit, Msh6 (Fig. 9c-h) .
Specifically, while in the mismatched DNA recognition complex an increase in the Msh2-DNA strong hydrogen bonding interactions is accompanied by an increase in the strong hydrogen bonding interactions within the mismatch recognition subunit Msh6 (Fig. 9d, r =0.56) , on the contrary, in the damaged DNA recognition complex an increase in the Msh2-DNA strong hydrogen bonding triggers a decrease in the hydrogen bonding interactions within Msh6 subunit (Fig. 9c, r =−0.18) . This finding can be seen as an internal destabilization of Msh6 by loss of specific interactions.
This propensity is also consistent with patterns observed in the nonbonding electrostatic interactions, as depicted in (Fig. 9f, r =0 .63), these entities are anti-correlated (Fig. 9e , r =−0.27) in response to the damaged DNA recognition.
Furthermore, synchronous changes in the solvent accessible surface area of the charged residues in Msh2 and Msh6 subunits , an increase in the number of specific ionic interactions at the Msh6-DNA interface triggers a decrease in the number of specific ionic interactions within the Msh6 subunit (r =−0.44). e and f Highly correlated in response to mismatched DNA recognition (r =0.75), protein-DNA and protein-protein specific ionic interactions (which includes salt bridges at the protein-protein interface and within subunits) are weakly correlated in response to damaged DNA recognition (r =0. 21) in the mismatched DNA recognition complex (Fig. 9h, r =0.45) , becomes asynchronous in response to the damaged DNA recognition by MutSα (Fig. 9g , r =−0.34). This finding also supports the general observation of structural rearrangements in response to damaged DNA recognition: it indicates that an increase in the "presentation" of charged residues at Msh2's surface is accompanied by a decrease in the "presentation" of charged residues at Msh6's surface, or an increase in the buried charged residues in the Msh6 subunit.
It can be concluded that, unlike in the mismatched DNA recognition, Msh2 binding to the damaged DNA seems to send a distress signal through the mismatch recognition subunit and at the dimer's interface, which would possible trigger the MMR-dependent programmed cell death.
Msh6
Binding to the damaged DNA triggers non-specificity and destabilizing effects within both subunits Interestingly enough, an analysis of the Msh6's interactions with the damaged DNA indicates similar effects, as presented in Fig. 10 . To this end, synchronous Msh6-DNA electrostatic interactions and self-electrostatic interactions within the other subunit of the heterodimer, Msh2, in the mismatched DNA recognition complex (r = 0.72, Fig. 10b ), become anticorrelated in response to damaged DNA recognition (r =−0.38, Fig. 10a ). This finding can be seen as a destabilizing effect on the Msh2 subunit in response to damaged DNA binding by the Msh6 subunit.
In the same context, uncorrelated in response to mismatched DNA recognition (r =0.02, Fig. 10d ), an increase in the number of the specific ionic interactions at the Msh6-DNA interface triggers a decrease in the number of specific ionic interactions within Msh6 subunit in response to damaged DNA recognition (r =−0.44, Fig. 10c ). This finding can be regarded as a destabilizing effect by loss of salt bridge interactions within Msh6 subunit upon its binding to the damaged DNA.
Finally, highly correlated in response to the mismatched DNA recognition (r = 0.75, Fig. 10f ), protein-DNA and protein-protein specific ionic interactions (which includes salt bridges at the heterodimer interface as well as within the subunits) become uncorrelated in response to damaged DNA recognition (r =0.21, Fig. 10e ).
These data suggest that the loss of a synchronous mode of response while "surveying" post-replicative DNA would possibly be one of the cellular mechanism(s) of signaling the MMR-dependent programed cell-death much wanted in anticancer therapies.
Predictions from the current and similar simulations confirmed by experimental studies Employing the same protocol, 2-10 ns of simulation of the E. Coli homologue molecular complex (MutS) have been experimentally verified to be sufficient to examine the experimental questions addressed [6, 7, 15] . Responses such as changes in disordered loops associated with the DNA damage response, conformational changes associated with ATP binding/hydrolysis, and key protein-DNA contacts predicted by conformational analysis of MutS complex with cisplatindamaged DNA [5, 6] were validated by mutational and genetic analysis experiments [6] .
Furthermore, the molecular dynamics simulations reported herein, predict conformational and structural DNA changes due to (1,3) cross-linking [60] that are in agreement with NMR structural studies on DNA structural changes due to (1,3) cross-linking, albeit without protein binding [22] . Specifically, in agreement with experimental observations [22] , our simulations indicate that the distortion to DNA structure induced by carboplatin-based 1,3d(GpXGp) intrastrand platinum-DNA adduct spreads out over the entire lesion site, and it is most severe at the 5′ site. In this regard, the G8-C8 damaged base pair and the central C9-G7 base pair lost their hydrogen bonding during the entire simulations time. In agreement with experiment [22] , our simulations also indicate that the central base C9 is extruded from the minor groove. At the 3′ end, less distorted according to the experimental observations [22] , our simulations indicate that at the other damaged base pair, G10-C6, the base pairing is completely lost about 15% of the simulations time and at least one hydrogen bond is present about 85% of the simulations time [60] .
Comprehensive descriptions of the different binding modes, as well as of the conformational and structural differences at the MutSα binding site (regarding both mismatch recognition and signaling subunits) and at the MutSα-DNA interface in response to damaged DNA recognition from the simulations herein are presented elsewhere [26, 60] . Here, a figure of the superimposed aligned representative structures for the mismatched and damaged MutSα-DNA recognition complexes is included in Online resource 4, Fig. 1 . It provides a global view of the DNA conformational changes induced by the Pt-DNA adducts, as well as of the conformational changes within the mismatch recognition subunit, Msh6, and the signaling subunit, Msh2, in response to damaged or mismatched DNA recognition at the binding site and beyond.
Conclusions
We provide evidence indicating that strong, specific interactions at MutSα's protein-protein interface in response to the mismatched DNA recognition are replaced by weak, non-specific van der Waals interactions in response to the damaged DNA recognition, suggesting a severe impairment of the MutSα's dimerization in response to the damaged DNA recognition.
By comparison with the "default" mismatched DNA recognition, the MutSα's core is indicated as preserved in response to the damaged DNA recognition. However, the loss of contact surface and the rearrangement of contacts at the protein-protein interface suggest a different packing in response to the "altered" damaged DNA recognition.
We predict that point mutations studies of the residues indicated to differentiate the MutSα's protein-protein interface in the repair versus cell-death conformations, namely residues 338, 391, 837, 869, and 947 of Msh6 and 721, 733, and 844 of Msh2, may allow the discovery of small ligands that would selectively induce these conformations, leading to new anticancer therapies targeting the MMR-dependent apoptotic pathway.
Correlated in the mismatched DNA recognition complex, interaction energies, hydrogen bonding, salt bridges, and solvent accessible surface areas become un-correlated or anticorrelated in response to the damaged DNA recognition. These pieces of evidence suggest that the loss of a synchronous mode of response while "surveying" post-replicative DNA would possibly be one of the cellular mechanism(s) of signaling the MMR-dependent programed cell-death much wanted in anticancer therapies.
